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Most people seem 
to live in the blissful illu
sion that their activity in 
the cyber world is some

how private to them. They find comfort 
in the fact that their pictures on Snapchat 
“disappear”, and believe wholeheartedly in 
the promise of the delete button to protect 
us when we have second thoughts 
about those naked pictures on their 
phones or the Friday night drunken 
twitter post that’s offensive to minori 
ties. However, internet scandals such 
as Wiki Leaks and the recent publica
tion of nude photos online, beckon 
people to realize the misconceptions that 
they hold about the so called “privacy” of 
their cyber life. The cyber inventions of the

twentieth century are tricky in the way that 
they appear to be so immediately benefi
cial. We pay attention to the instant gain 
that the product offers, and have a blatant 
and frankly embarrassing disregard for the 
fine print. In reality, the cyber world is one 
the most dangerously money and power 
hungry entities in

“We pay attention to the
instant gain that the product andtheiCloud Attheendoftheday 
offers, and have a blatant however, after reading about the new- 

embarrassing dis - est scandal most of us will still jump onand frankly 
regard for the fine print.

recent creation.
The people who develop these websites 

know how to target the weaknesses of their

customer; they capitalize on the unfor
tunate human obsessions with “the next 
big thing” and constant social interaction. 
They create shiny products and market 
them in ways that are painfully irresistible, 
all the while crafting stealthy footnotes and 
unethical terms of agreement and watch
ing as another dumb of American signs 

their “private information” off to, among 
numerous others, Snapchat, Facebook,

Twitter, share our rash opinions about the 
internet’s capacity to violate our privacy,

and proceed to plug our phones into their 
chargers. Ensuring that it will all be at our 
fingertips the next morning.

, , „ , The recent leak of unclothed celebrity pictures
Jackson Parker.................................... ....................... „ .

THitorTiTcHTef ’las shocked and appalled good internet-fearing
Christians such as myself. As well as talk shows 

hosts, other celebrities, and many innocent teenagers google 
searching “naked famous people”. The alarming news has made 
it clear; no one is safe. Celebrities are magical creatures, prob
ably immortal, and if they’re not shielded from the horrors of the 
internet... what chance do we have?

The internet and technology are the Wild West right now, to 
use cowboy words, and there’s no way of knowing what’s safe 
and what’s not. Hackers can access nearly anything! Besides my 
computer of course (my password has TWO numbers in it). Snap
chat keeps all its photos, for some purpose. Probably not scrap- 
booking. Unless they’re into really wierd scrapbooking of strang
ers. Angry Birds and other popular apps put movement-tracking 
technology into people’s iPhones. These sites and software all 
seem to have consequences, unseen until its too late.

Companies can do basically as they please with the information 
they collect. Sell it to ad agencies, give it to governments to see

who wins the “acts most like a meth dealer” award. They could 
even just look at them. Which is probably the creepiest option.

Millions of people are using these programs, and luckily there 
are probably much more interesting/terrifying users than your
self to draw unwanted attention. But caution is still a must. Bad 
people will always exist in the world, and more and more of these 
bad people are discovering the internet: spreading their Satanic 
influences virtually. Maybe it takes away from their murder time, 
but it creates its own plethora of problems.

In this modem age of regular-sized-bicycle-wheels and posting 
anything and everything, it’s worth giving a minute of thought 
to what you’re actually sending. And whether or not it’s 
worth the possibility of being being seen and used by com
plete strangers. Complete strangers who will probably rule 
the world someday, because most tech companies seem to be 
heading in that direction. Google definitely is: they have ro
bots that can act like dogs BUT HAVE NO FACE. It’s both 
evil incarnate, and unnecessary.




